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Welcome to the third week of the Mentor Her program. We hope you're enjoying the program
so far. From last week's dream and goal setting -this week is all about envisioning the next
level of your personal or professional development by collecting visual reminders of the
things you need to keep yourself going, even on the tough days. 

After the year we've had, we know that it can be difficult getting up in the morning, let alone
attempting to achieve all your goals in a structured time period that you have set for
yourself. With the exhausting nature of the day to day, finding the uplifting motivation to
continue forward can itself feel like a monumental task.

In this workbook, we want to cover some of the ways we can get your inspiration moving, by
collecting imagery, words and videos that remind you of where you're going and even why
you started. That way, every time you see this visual reminder, we want that image alone to
put you back on the right path, in the right frame of mind so that you can continue to move
forward.

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

As part of this workbook, we suggest doing
some internal reflection and going back over
your favourite media, like books, movies,
images, people and articles that have made you
feel that sense of motivation and inspiration in
the past. 

We suggest giving yourself the goal of putting
together a mood board  this week. 

A mood board is an arrangement of images,
materials, pieces of text, etc. intended to evoke
or project a particular style or concept. Usually
people stick photos to a piece of paper or
compile one online (like this one, from Canva)
and save it as your computer background. 

Placed somewhere that you see it everyday like
in your kitchen or office, a mood board serves
as a daily reminder of what journey you're on-
of where you hope the tiny steps that you do
everyday will eventually lead to. 

It might feel like a bit of a childish project, l ike
something a kid might bring back from primary
school, but we really suggest trying it just this
once- you never know what might happen!

https://www.canva.com/search/templates?q=Mood%20Boards%20Photo%20Collage&category=tACZCstt_G4&doctype=TACQ-lYNs3U&designSpec=djE6dEFDWkNzdHRfRzQ6Z2xvYmFsLXBob3RvLWNvbGxhZ2U%3D&width=25&height=20


The first thing we want to add to the mood board is your dream goal that you might have
covered with your Mentor last week. You can find the material for choosing your dream goal
at mentorher.global/develop under "Week Two".  

What does this goal look like for you? Your goal might be something that is easy to visualise:
like a house, a baby or a big holiday abroad. We suggest finding some really particular
images that tell a story about your dream goal. For example, if you want to buy a house in
five years- consider doing some research about where you want to live, what type of design
that house will take and what the interior will look and feel like. By being specific you can
imagine exactly how this will feel l ike- not just look like. By picking particular photos and
images that appeal and speak to you personally, you can begin to build a vision of your
future to look at everyday. Consider if you want to go on a holiday- where are some of your
ideal destinations? What type of accommodation will you stay at and who will come with you?
Will you spend the days relaxing on the beach, or doing adventurous activities? Collect
photos of all of these.

A simple Google search will enable you to find the images that really speak to you. If you
have been collecting images on Pinterest for years- you'll be familiar with this process
already. But if you have access to a printer, we suggest printing these out and finding a piece
of paper or a board to add them to. As your dreams change, or as you come across more
images that really epitomize your dream, we suggest always keeping a store of them
somewhere. Whether that's by printing, saving them in a folder on your desktop or having
them on your phone. If you're looking for high quality images that you can't find online,
consider looking at Upsplash or Pexels. 
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Some goals aren't as easily to visualize as others- like getting a better position in your career
or starting your own business. Because this might not "look" like something visually, it can be
hard finding the right images that feel right for you. The inspiration to achieve these non-
visual goals can often be established by finding stories, articles and goals that speak to you. 

Consider people you have read about lately in the news, and the headlines that have caught
your attention. Imagine your own name in replacement of their name, consider the people
who have had success in your field or industry and who you aspire to be.
 
If you are a business owner, find someone in your industry, or in a correlating industry that
has had the kind of local, national or international success that you could only dream of. Find
photos of these people, the headlines of articles in publications and print them out to add
them to your mood board. By reminding yourself of these massive goals achieved by others,
you can remind yourself on a daily basis why you're on this goal journey to begin with. For
this task, people often go immediately to celebrities and people in the public eye, in the
current time period, but often you'll be able to find stories of people from other generations,  
who achieved big goals with very little resources. Your inspiration in life might be someone
who just works for themselves and is able to have time with their kids, but may not be in the
public eye. So have a good think about who you aspire to be in the future and find some
images of the women who are like you, who achieved the success you want. 
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Consider when you achieve your future goals who you will be  and what that new life will feel
and look like for you. Depending on what your original dream goal is, and how far away you
set it in the future- your whole life might have changed by the time you achieve it. 

Some people may choose to include images on your mood board that indicate the goal
marker that will mark a point on the way to your bigger goal. Like we indicated last week, if
you are saving up for a house, you know how much money will mark the quarterly and half
way points. Others only want to add images to their mood board that epitomize their full goal  
in all it 's glory.

WHOWHO       YOUYOU       WILLWILL       BEBE

Consider how your goal will look and feel when you achieve it, what kind of mood will you
wake up in, where will you be living, who will you be living with? (For all our single ladies,
there's no harm including images of your ideal partner on your mood board!) What will your
schedule look like? Will you be working from home? Will you stay in or go out in the evenings? 

Consider the below questions and spend some time this week envisioning your future dream
goal, so that you can begin to collect images of where you could be six months, a year or five
years down the line.

WHERE WILL YOU LIVE?
If all your dreams come through, will you have moved house in the future? What kind of
house will it be, what will the rooms look like? How will the sofa feel and where will you
spend a lot of your time? If you like to cook, what kind of appliances will you invest in,
what kind of food will you have in the fridge and what will be your favourite things to
cook?

WHAT WILL YOUR SCHEDULE BE LIKE?
If all your dreams come through, how will your day go? Will you spend most of the time
going into the office or will you be at home? Will you be travelling a lot? If so, to where?
What kind of opportunities will your new job or business bring? Will you speaking at
events? If so, what kind of talks have others given that you would love to do yourself? Who
will you be meeting for coffee during the day, how many team members will work for you.
Find a way to visualise these things and add them in. 

WHAT WILL YOU BE ABLE TO AFFORD?
If all your dreams come through, you will most likely be on a higher wage. There's not
many people who came out of Covid, who didn't want to be on a more substantial earning
through their job or business. Consider what you could spend extra income on? Would you
like to begin collecting those designer bags you've looked at for years? What kind of
restaurants would you like to visit, where would be your new favourite cocktail bar?
Consider if you had your ideal wage coming in every year: would you be able to upgrade
your car, not worry about bills, plan bigger holidays or just travel more often and be more
relaxed on the day to day? 

If you can find images that tell the story of the things you would spend your money on if
you had the extra income, you should add these to your mood board and prepare to
visualise these items in to existence.  



By the end of this excerise, you should have images, videos and typography (quotes etc.) that
elicit your dream goal in a visual manner and serve as a day-to-day reminder of why you
should keep going as you complete your steps, little bit a time. 

Tune in to this week's workshop to find out more about the inspiration you could add to your
mood board, how to get into the mindset of growth and propell yourself forward to conquer
your biggest dreams.
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